
To play, use the squares listed below to earn a Bingo. Complete
a horizontal, vertical or diagonal line, or each of the four corners.

Return your completed Bingo card by July 23, 5:00 pm.

Finish activities in the featured categories and enter your name to win !

Animal Book A book with an
animal on the

cover

Sit on your
human's lap and

look cute!

Watch an
animal show

Sneak or ask
for people

food, be
purrsistant

Follow them
into the

bathroom, they
get lonely!

Have a wild day,
get into

something you
are not suppose
to, keep them
on their toes!

Mark your
human with

your hair, tells
other animals to
BACK OFF BUD, I

OWN THEM

Hide the
remote, they

will think they
misplaced it

Lay beside
them as they
read, be sure

they know you
are there

Wear something
of theirs, they
think it is cute
and it makes
them happy!

Insist they play
with you

Kiss your
human, be as

slobbery as
possible they

LOVE that

Sing as loudly as
you can. Their

way of
applauding is

yelling "Be
Quiet!"

Curl up on the
freshly made
bed, circle a

couple of times
and leave your

mark

Send a selfie to
the library, it

makes the staff
smile!

Choose
something for
them to read,

give them a hint
by looking,
sitting or
jumping.

Have your
human draw

your portrait to
be posted in the
library. Must take

at least 30
minutes.

Help your
human read, get
your face right in

there!

Run from the
vacum, it is out

for your life!

Walk, be carried
or sniff out the
window for 20

minutes

It's 6:00 am
get those

humans out
of bed

Shed your hair,
scales or

whatever, they
love cleaning

Be groomed
twice
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Nonfiction
book about
your kind!

Snack time!
While they are
reading for 30
minutes eat 3

treats!

Sit on your
human's lap and

help turn the
pages.

Sleeping they are
not focusing on
you, wake them
with a wet nose!

Watch them
while they read

in the tub.

Follow them
around,

encourage
them to sit

down & READ!

Table Day, read at
the table, climb
on the table or

beg at the table.
Tables are the

center of families!

Dribble water or
food when eating,

shows you are
enjoying your

meal

Snore while they
are trying to read,

it keeps them
awake!

Dig, getting your
paws dirty is OKAY!
Better yet, track it

into the house,
keeps them busy!

Scatter rugs, it
makes them do

their toe touches

Read newspapers
or magazines for
30 minutes. Paw

at their hands, get
your nose in their

area. Be useful!

Give them the
disgusted look if

they are not
reading, a

backward over
the shoulder
glance works!

Lay under
something while
they reading for

30 minutes.

Read outside for
30 minutes, if

their gums get
pale give them

some water,

Take a picture of
YOU reading!

Must be sent to
the library, it

makes the staff
smile

Lay in bed beside
them while

reading, snuggle
in.

Read a fairytale
with your human.

Notice the
different spelling
in tale! It will not
be about a fairy

with a tail!

Make them read
to you for 15

minutes, makes
them feel
important!

Get to the down
& dirty, make

them clean your
poop! It keeps
them humble!

Watch them read
outdoors for 30

minutes

Reward them
for reading,
wet kisses

work the best.
Aim for the

face or hands!

Reward them
while reading,

bring them a toy
to show them

"Good Boy or Girl!"

Beg while they
are reading,

check out their
multi-tasking

skills
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